We report progress on 1151n+ and 13TBa+ single Ion optical frequency standards using all solid-state sources. Both are fiee from quadrupole field shifts and together enable a search for drift in fundamental constants.
However, one important effect that remains to be suitably controlled at the Hz level is the quadrupole Stark Shihthat is, the shift arising from coupling of the trapped ion's atomic quadrupole monieiit to stray dc electric field gradients unavoidably present in the trap region.
Here we propose two single ion optical frequency stsndards that are inherently free from this effect and are under active development. Solid-state lasers for all the required transitions are commercially availa.ble. In addition to being viable candidates for absolute frequency standards, their construction can also yield a sea.rch for drift in fundamental physical constants.
INDIUM ION FREQUENCY STANDARD
We trap single indium ions in a twisted wire Paul-Straubel trap with 700 volts of 10 MBz rf. We then cool the ions to the L.amb-Dicke regime using 230.6 nm light rescnant with the 'So c) 3P1 ( F = 11/2) transition. This radiation is generated by frequency quadrupling a 922 nm external cavity diode laser/tapered amplifier system in resonant build-up cavities containing KNb03 and BBO nonlinear crystals. The 3 P , excited state is long-lived (7 = 195(8) ms
[l]) giving the 'So CI 3Po transition a natural linewidth of -1 Hz and a quality factor of Q = l.ij(10)'5. We create 236.5 nm clock light by frequency quadrupling the output of a monolithic Nd:YAG laser operating at 946 nm. This laser, manufactured by InnoLight GmbH, is a non-planar ring oscillator with a nominal free-running linewidth of 2 kHz. Similar the metastable ' Pp0 state. A software servo syst.em detects and corrects for long-term drifts in the clock laser while it is stabilized over short times using a stable reference cavity or other absolute reference, such as a microwave standard and femtosecond frequency conib.
An important feature of '''Inf is its immunity to quadrupole Stark shifts due to both ground and excited clock states having zero electronic angular momentum J = J' = 0. From Ref. [9] , quadrupole Stark shifts take the form ffQ VE(2).
(1)
where the tensor VE(') describes the electric fietd gradient at the site of the ion and @(') are the set of irreducible second-rank tensors. In the IJ-coupling approximation, shifts of the clock frequency scale with the reduced matrix elements where the 6j-symbol and the atomic quadrupole moment vanish for J = 0. 0) . Small shifts likely remain due to configuration mixing and coupling to the nuclear moment but these perturbations are expected to be much less than 1 mHz.
Iv. A SEARCH FOR DRIFT IN FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS
Besides applications in navigation, long baseline interferometry, and detection of drift in pulsar periodicity, optical atomic frequency standards enable laboratory searches for drift in fundamental constants [19] . Cosmological observations [ZO] as well the analysis of the Oklo natural nuclear reactor [21] suggest drift in the fine-structure constant. Since relativistic corrections to clock transition frequencies of different atomic species depend differently on the constant a, a linear drift of cy over time will be detected as an accumulated error between two or more atomic optical frequency standards. Table I shows 
